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In the age of pop culture-fazed teens, we have become over-saturated with the standard
definition of a celebrity. Millenials have quickly gained traction as the social media
generation, equipped with smart phones for every moment of their lives.
What you might not know, is that a new celebrity has been born: the social media star.
What exactly is a social media star? Well, they are the individuals making digital content
go viral, and gaining media attention at rapid rates. Social media influencers, as they’re
called, are boasting with some of the largest followings on the web, surpassing even
Hollywoods A-listers.
Pop & Press sat down with Gabriel Conte, who originally started his rise to social media
fame with Vine – the social networking app, designed for you to film short, separate clips,

so they can be linked together for a total of six seconds. The 21-year-old has already
reached over 1.2 million followers on Vine with over 1 billion loops. That’s right,
1 billion!
Outside of Vine, Gabriel has amassed an impressive following on other popular social
media networks; his YouTube channel has accumulated over 200,000 followers,
his Instagram has gained a following of over 430,000 and his Twitter has reached over
84,000 – now that’s impressive.
Read the full interview below.
How did you start using vine? Tell me how it all began and what prompted you to
use this social media platform?
I started using Vine a little over a year and a half ago. At first, I was just playing around
with friends and posting short form videos. Shortly thereafter, I noticed things started to
snowball. That’s when I began looking at it as a business, I had an audience to engage
with, and began posting more frequently.
Do you plan out your Vines beforehand. If so, what is your creative process?
I do. Similar to how a director, a scriptwriter, and/or a producer would map out their
movies or television projects in advance. I sit down and brainstorm ideas first. I like to
not only scratch the surface on general topics, but dig really deep into what my audience
could relate to. I spend a lot of time thinking while driving in Los Angeles traffic, and
when something sparks, I write it down in my notepad on my phone to later revisit and
assess how I could really dive into it.
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I saw that you just attended the AMAs. What was your favourite moment of the
night?
I took over the On Air with Ryan Seacrest Snapchat, which helped me feel a bit more
comfortable with approaching some of my most favorite celebrities, so that was definitely
a highlight. Aside from that, I think watching some of my favorite and most coveted
artists on stage back-to-back was a pretty surreal experience. It wasn’t just any concert, I
was apart of this entertainment community that got the opportunity to commend others,
which was awesome.
Is there any other Viners out there, who you would love to collaborate with?
I love collaborating with my friends. At the end of the day, I started posting on Vine
because I genuinely loved it and creating content and ultimately seeing a reaction from
my audience. So, while many Viners collaborate to cross-promote, I really seek a genuine
relationship outside of the business world — because at the end of the day, your audience
knows if there’s actually chemistry. I’m really big on integrity in this business.
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You post some pretty awesome photos on Instagram (selfies, scenery, travel, etc.).
Do you have any advice on taking the perfect picture for Instagram?
Don’t worry about a “feed or theme,” just post what you enjoy. Most recently, I’ve
started posting my everyday life, whether that be a pine cone I found during a photo
shoot of mine in the mountains, or sometimes just want to make someone else smile so
I’ll take a silly photo. I use Instagram to bring my audience behind-the-scenes into my

life, I can’t always post a Vine or YouTube video on set, so it’s nice that I can post a
quick Snap of something and share it with hundred of thousands of people.
Seeing as we are gearing down for the end of 2015, what are some your favourite
moments of the year?
Oh, this is a good one. I attended the Billboard Music Awards, the American Music
Awards, and Playlist Live, where I met so many of my amazing supporters, created
content at VidCon, did a mini press tour in Manhattan, worked on a small-sized comedy
tour with Fullscreen, and visited a few states in the US on a Coca Cola social good
campaign.
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That’s awesome! Can you dish on some of the content you are working on now?
I can’t share too many details, but what I can say is that I am continuing to expand my
horizons with my team, into longer form video content that will live on my platforms and
outside of them, we are also planning a tour (can’t say much), and a movie that I recently
filmed in will be released. So many exciting things!
To step into the daily life of Gabriel Conte, follow him on Instagram.
Tweet us your thoughts on @popandpress

